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Abstract
A hybrid genetic scheduling strategy (H-GA) is described in this article, H-GA combines
with grouping and load balancing strategy based on traditional genetic algorithm (GA).
First, tasks are divided into several different subgroups by task granularity. Then, task
subgroup which is selected by granularity from big to small is used to schedule by the
genetic algorithm, and during scheduling, the load balancing strategy is used to adjust task
distribution in the individual. Grouping can cut down the length of individual, which speeds
up convergence of genetic algorithm. Load balancing strategy can make the individual better,
which also speeds up convergence of genetic algorithm. The implementation shows that
converging speed of H-GA is faster than GA, and result of H-GA is optimal than GA if the
iteration times are equal.

1. Introduction
It is proved that task scheduling of Grid environment is a NP problem[1]. And there are no
scheduling algorithm fitting to various environments. To some systems, if there are many big
granularity tasks needed to be executed and the result of scheduling algorithm is not
optimal[4][5], the completing time will be badly affected, such as Min-Min algorithm [4].
However, genetic algorithm is a good solution for it. Presently, there are different genetic
algorithms used to assign tasks[6][7][8][9][10]. When genetic algorithm is compared with
simulating anneal and ant colony algorithms etc, the result of genetic algorithm is better, but
genetic algorithm also has many inherent defects: slow converging speed, premature
convergence, lack of climbing ability and so on, and the defect of premature convergence is
the most serious one [10]. In order to avoid these defects, people have proposed many
advanced genetic algorithms, some of them improve some phases of GA, and the others of
them are combined with other methods. To the first one, the common methods are used:
encoding, individual and population initialing, fitness functions, selection, crossover and
mutation methods are improved on[2][6][11][12][17]. To the second one, GA often combines
with local searching, simulating anneal, tabu and some other algorithms[13][14][15][16].
When genetic algorithm is used to schedule tasks, the length of individual will be too long
if there are too much tasks, and the solution space will be much bigger, therefore the
converging speed will be much more slowly[10]. However, grouping strategy can reduce
solution space to improve GA performance. It is obvious that good individual can accelerate
the convergence of GA, the load balancing strategy is used to optimize individual; after
mutation is transacted the load balancing strategy is used to adjust distribution of the tasks in
the individual so as to keep the load much more balanced.
The H-GA meets the following conditions: tasks are independent, each computer
performance is determined, communication conditions are invariable, and a large
amount of the tasks need to be scheduled. The following section describes H-GA.
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2. Hybrid genetic schedule strategy
2.1. Task grouping
If there are many tasks needing to be scheduled, the length of individual is too long, which
makes GA converging speed very slow. In order to improve GA converging speed, the
individual is divided into some subgroups. But if there are too many subgroups, the number
of tasks are few to each subgroup, on the one hand, the solution is sub-optimal for each
subgroup, which affects the performance of the whole solution; on the other hand, the
converging time are seriously affected if there are too many subgroups because each
subgroup undergoes each phase of GA. So appropriate grouping which can reduce GA
executing time is very important to GA. Task grouping strategy is given below.
(1) All tasks are sorted in descent order by granularity.
(2) Then tasks are divided into some subgroups, the number of subgroups can be
calculated by formula(1).
groups = tasks /(computers * avgtask)

(1)

The tasks presents how much tasks need to be assigned, and the computers presents how
much computers take part in computation, and the avgtask presents average number of tasks
assigned to each computer. The tasks and computers are determined by heterogeneous
environment, and the avgtask is given by users, generally, avgtask arranges from 8 to 512. If
the avgtask is very big, the number of groups is very little. The number of subgroups is 4
about implement of this paper.
(3) Task subgroups are handed in GA from big to small by granularity that can make
computer load much more balance.
2.2. Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
The processes of H-GA include five steps: encoding, individual and population initialing;
fitness value of individual computing; selection, crossover, mutation; load balancing
transaction and stopping condition. They are described following.
(1) Encoding, individual and population initialing
Each individual in the population represents a possible schedule. Fig.1 shows the
encoding used. Each character is a mapping between a task and computer. Each
character contains the unique identification number of a task, with 0 being used to
delimit different computer queues, where P i is computer i.
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Fig. 1 Encoding of genetic algorithm
The number of individuals is half of computers, and tasks stochastically distributed
among individual, and the number of tasks is also stochastically distributed in one
computer.
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(2) Fitness function
A fitness function attaches a value to each individual in the population, which
indicates the goodness of the schedule. Here, relative load is used to generate fitness
values. After tasks are mapped to computer i, the executing time of computer i can be
calculated by formula(2).
Ni

S i = Li +

∑t

Ni

+

ik j

k j =0

∑Com

ik j

(2)

k j =0

While Si denotes executing time of computer i, L i denotes current load of computer
i, and N i denotes the number of tasks mapped to computer i, t ik j denotes task k j
computing time in the i th computer. And Com ik j denotes communication time from
computer kj to i. If the executing time overlaps to communicating time, the Comik j is
zero, and Ni should satisfy formula(3).
m

N=

∑N

(3)

i

i=1

Then absolute value of the subtraction of two computers load is presented as formula (4).
The m denotes the number of computers.

Pi = S ( i + 1 )% m − S i

(4)

Then fitness value of each individual can be calculated by formula(5).
M

Ei =

∑P

(5)

i

i =1

If Ei is small, load balancing of computers is very well, so the individual is better.
(3) Selection, crossing, mutation
We choose to use the standard weighted roulette wheel method of selection which is
widely used by previous researchers who have applied genetic algorithm to task scheduling
[2]. In order to use roulette wheel method, the Ei need to be transformed according to
formula(6).
1
(6)
Fi =
Ei
The Fi is bigger, the better the individual is. Each individual i is assigned a slot between 0
and 1. The value of slot i can be calculated by formula(7).

Fi

δi =

(7)
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j
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∑δ

i

=1

(8)

i =1

And p is the number of individuals in population. After selection process is
complete, cycle crossover method is used to promote exploration[2][12]. The method of
mutation to promote exploration of the search space is that we randomly swap elements
of a randomly chosen individual in the population.
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(4) Load balancing transaction
The main object of task scheduling in heterogeneous environment is to make load of each
computer basically balanced, which can make tasks completed in least time. Therefore,
whether or not the individual is chosen depends on the load balancing status of individual, if
load keeps balanced to each computer, the individual is chosen. However, the goodness of
individual is related to the converging speed of generic algorithm, in order to make individual
evolve better, load balancing strategy is described by Fig.2.
Maxload presents Maximal load and Maxcom presents Maximal computer, Minload
presents Minimal load and Min com presents minimal computer. Selecttask maxcom
presents task Selecttask executing time on Maxcom, and Selecttask Mincom presents task
Selecttask executing time on Mincom.
For j=1 to m/2
Begin
For I=1 to k
// times of individual nee to be transacted.
Begin
// adjust task distribution according load of gene
Find out two computers in individual, one is Maxcom,
Which load is Maxload, another is Mincom, which load is Minload.
Randomly chooses a task in Maxcom, the task is present Selecttask.
Maxload subtract Selecttaskmaxcom executing time, Minload add
Selecttaskmincom executing time
// Compare load adjust task distribution
If Minload still less than Maxload
Delete the task from Maxcom and insert it into Mincom
Update the load of Maxcom and Mixcom.
Else
Break // if task distribution satisfy requirement,
End // one individual is transaction.
End

Fig. 2 Load balancing strategy
From fig.2, the load balancing strategy includes six step, they are described by the
following.
(1) Find out two computers in an individual. One has the maximal load, and another has
the minimal load.
(2) Randomly chooses a task in Maxcom.
(3) First, Maxload subtract Selecttaskmaxcom executing time, then Minload add
Selecttaskmincom executing time; if Maxload still less than Minload, then delete the task from
Maxcom and insert it into Mincom.
(4) Update the load of Maxcom and Mixcom.
(5) Repeat k times (1) to (3) step.
(6) Apply the same load balancing transaction to other individuals until all individuals are
assigned.
One aspect, load balancing transaction can make individual evolve better, and
speeds up convergence of GA and reduce count of iteration. Another aspect, when
transaction counts increase, the time of load balancing transaction will increase. Sum
denotes time complexity of load balancing transaction, Sum is calculated by formula
(9), k denotes the number of load balancing transaction times, generation denotes
iterated times, chrom denotes number of individuals, m denotes number of computers.
Sum = O ( m × chrom × k × generation ) (9)
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To H-GA, it needs to iterate generation times, and there are chrom individuals need to be
transacted, and to each individual, k times need to be transacted, and m computers need to be
compared in a individual. So the genetic algorithm complexity can be presented formula (9).
The implement reflects the affection of load balancing transaction count for converging
time of algorithm. In this algorithm, the reasonable transaction counts are k = m.
(5) Stopping condition
Stopping conditions are that E i less than m or the iteration times less than 1000, the
m denotes the number of computers.

3. Implement
Implement environment includes: one computer runs scheduling strategy, eight
computers execute tasks assigned. The task granularity is randomly produced, and
maximal granularity needs 10 minutes to compute. Number of tasks arrange from 512 to
4096. In order to compare scheduling algorithm performance, there are several results
are given.
First, transaction times of loading balance affect algorithm performance, when the
transaction number equal the number of computers, the genetic scheduling algorithm is
optimal (Fig.3). When the transaction times increase, the algorithm converging speed
decreases.
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Fig. 3 Transaction times effects algorithm performance
Second, Grouping tasks also affect algorithm converging time. From the Fig.4, if the
tasks do not use grouping strategy, the converging time fluctuates greatly. When the
4096 tasks are divided into 4 groups, the algorithm is optimal and scheduling strategy
average executing time dose not exceeds 4 seconds (Fig.4).
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Fig. 4 Grouping affects algorithm converging time

convergence time

Third, Grouping affects the result of algorithm. Task grouping affects the
subtraction of maximal and minimal load of computers is given Fig.5. From the Fig.5, if
algorithm does not use grouping strategy, it often occurs emanative. When the 4096
tasks are divided 4 groups, the H-GA is optimal and subtracting of maximal load and
minimal load do not exceed 3 seconds.
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Fig. 5 Grouping affects the result of algorithm
Forth, loading balancing affects algorithm converging result given by the Fig.6. If
the genetic algorithm does not use load balancing strategy, the algorithm is emanative,
but load balancing strategy can make genetic algorithm convergent within 1000 times.
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Fig. 6 Load balancing strategy effect.
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According to test value that the scheduling strategy is repeated 250 times, when the
4096 tasks are divided into 4 subgroups and load balancing transaction times equals the
number of computers, the scheduling strategy is convergent and the average iteration
times of subgroups does not exceed 300.

4. Conclusion
The H-GA combines with grouping and load balancing strategy. Grouping strategy
divides tasks into subgroups, it is trade-off, it does reduce the genetic algorithm
computing time through cutting down individual length, but it increases genetic
algorithm computing time and reduces genetic algorithm searching space because of
many subgroups. The implement shows when 4096 tasks are divided into 4 groups, HGA average converging time is the shortest one and the result of genetic algorithm is
sub-optimal. The implement also shows that load balancing transaction greatly speeds
up genetic algorithm convergence, if the genetic algorithm does not use load balancing
strategy, the genetic algorithm is basically emanative after it iterates about 1000 times.
So H-GA has better performance than traditional genetic algorithm.
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